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HOMOLOGY GROUPS OF TYPES IN STABLE
THEORIES AND THE HUREWICZ
CORRESPONDENCE
JOHN GOODRICK, BYUNGHAN KIM, AND ALEXEI KOLESNIKOV
Abstract. We give an explicit description of the homology group
Hn(p) of a strong type p in any stable theory under the assumption
that for every non-forking extension q of p the groups Hi(q) are
trivial for 2 ≤ i < n. The group Hn(p) turns out to be isomor-
phic to the automorphism group of a certain part of the algebraic
closure of n independent realizations of p; it follows from the au-
thors’ earlier work that such a group must be abelian. We call
this the “Hurewicz correspondence” by analogy with the Hurewicz
Theorem in algebraic topology.
The present paper is a part of the project to study type amalgama-
tion properties in first-order theories by means of homology groups of
types. Roughly speaking (more precise definitions are recalled below
in Section 1), a strong type p is said to have n-amalgamation if com-
muting systems of elementary embeddings among algebraic closures of
proper subsets of the set of n independent realizations of p can always
be extended to the algebraic closure of all n realizations. The type p has
n-uniqueness if this extension is essentially unique. Generalized amal-
gamation properties for systems of models were introduced by Shelah
in [12] and played an important role in [13]. The type amalgamation
properties were studied extensively by Hrushovski in [9] and applica-
tions were given. In fact, the type amalgamation properties have been
used in model theory at least as far back as Hrushovski’s classification
of trivial totally categorical theories in [8].
In the previous paper [5], we introduced a notion of homology groups
for a complete strong type in any stable, or even rosy, first-order theory.
The idea was that these homology groups should measure information
about the amalgamation properties of the type p. We proved that if p
has n-amalgamation for all n, then Hn(p) = 0 for every n, and that the
failure of 4-amalgamation (equivalently, the failure of 3-uniqueness)
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over dom(p) in a stable theory corresponds to non-triviality of the
group H2(p). Furthermore, we established in that paper that H2(p)
is isomorphic in stable theories to a certain automorphism group of
closures of realizations of p. In [7], the theory is developed in a more
general context of amenable collection of functors.
The current paper generalizes the main results of [5] in the stable
context: if the type p does not have (n + 2)-amalgamation, then for
some i with 2 ≤ i ≤ n and some nonforking extension p′ of p, the group
Hi(p
′) must be nonzero. Furthermore, at the first i for which such p′
with Hi(p
′) 6= 0 exists, we show that Hi(p
′) is isomorphic to a certain
automorphism group Γi(p
′), which immediately implies that Hi(p
′) is
a profinite group.
To structure the proof in a more transparent way, we state a technical
lemma (Lemma 2.3) in Section 2 of this paper and prove the main result
(Theorem 2.1) of the paper using the lemma. The proof of Lemma 2.3
uses certain algebraic structures (n-polygroupoids) that were linked to
failure of (n + 2)-amalgamation in the previous paper [6]; but neither
the statement of the lemma, nor the proof of Theorem 2.1 from the
lemma do not use these structures.
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is contained in Section 3 of the paper.
It turns out that most of the results of [6] do not need global n-
amalgamation assumptions, only the amalgamation properties for the
type p and its non-forking extensions. The additional work to verify
the results of [6] is contained in Section 4.
1. Notation and preliminaries
In this paper, we always work with a fixed complete stable
theory T = T eq in a language L, its saturated model M =Meq,
and a complete type p over a small set B = acl(B). Throughout
this paper, independence is nonforking independence. We use the usual
notational conventions of stability theory, plus some conventions from
[5] and [6]. We summarize the list of notations at the end of this section.
1.1. Definition of the homology groups. We start by recalling
from [4] and [5] the definition of homology groups of the type p, and
the basic notions of the amalgamation properties related to the com-
putation of the homology groups.
A family of sets X ordered by inclusion can be endowed with a
natural poset category structure: the objects are the elements of X
and the morphisms are single inclusion maps ιu,v : u→ v between any
two sets u, v ∈ X with u ⊆ v. The set X is called downward-closed if
whenever u ⊆ v ∈ X , then u ∈ X .
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We let CB denote the category of all small algebraically closed subsets
of M containing B, where morphisms are elementary maps over B
(i.e., fixing B pointwise). For a downward closed X and a functor
f : X → CB and u ⊆ v ∈ X , we write f
u
v := f(ιu,v) and f
u
v (u) :=
fuv (f(u)) ⊆ f(v).
Simplicial structure on the sets of algebraic closures of independent
sequences realizing a type is contained in Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 below.
We begin by recalling an auxiliary definition.
Definition 1.1. A (closed independent) p-functor is a functor f : X →
CB such that:
(1) For some finite s ⊆ ω, X is a downward-closed subset of P(s);
(2) f(∅) ⊇ B; and for i ∈ s, f({i}) (if it is defined) is of the form
acl(Cb) where b(|= p) is independent with C = f ∅{i}(∅) over B.
(3) For all non-empty u ∈ X , we have f(u) = acl(B∪
⋃
i∈u f
{i}
u ({i}))
and the set {f
{i}
u ({i}) : i ∈ u} is independent over f ∅u(∅).
If f(∅) = B (so for any u ∈ X , f ∅u(∅) = B) then we say f is over B.
Definition 1.2. Let n ≥ 0 be a natural number. An n-simplex in p is
a p-functor f : P(s) → CB for some set s ⊆ ω with |s| = n + 1. The
set s is called the support of f , or supp(f).
Let Sn(p) denote the collection of all n-simplices over B in p; and let
Cn(p) denote the free abelian group generated by Sn(p); its elements
are called n-chains in p. Similarly, we define S(p) :=
⋃
n Sn(p), and
C(p) :=
⋃
n Cn(p). The support of a chain c is the union of the supports
of all the simplices that appear in c with a nonzero coefficient.
The boundary maps are defined to be the usual simplicial boundary
embeddings.
Definition 1.3. If n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n, then the i-th boundary
operator ∂in : Cn(p)→ Cn−1(p) is defined so that if f is an n-simplex in
p with domain P(s), where s = {s0, . . . , sn} with s0 < . . . < sn, then
∂in(f) = f ↾ P(s \ {si}),
and we extend ∂in linearly to a group map on all of Cn(p).
If n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n, then the boundary map ∂n : Cn(p)→ Cn−1(p)
is defined by the rule
∂n(c) =
∑
0≤i≤n
(−1)i∂in(c).
We write ∂i and ∂ for ∂in and ∂n, respectively, if n is clear from context.
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The kernel of ∂n is denoted Zn(p), and its elements are called n-
cycles. The image of ∂n+1 in Cn(p) is denoted Bn(p). The elements of
Bn(p) are called n-boundaries.
It can be shown (by the usual combinatorial argument) that Bn(p) ⊆
Zn(p), or more briefly, “∂n ◦ ∂n+1 = 0.” Therefore we can define sim-
plicial homology groups in the type p:
Definition 1.4. The nth (simplicial) homology group of the type p ∈
S(B) is
Hn(p) := Zn(p)/Bn(p).
Finally, we define the amalgamation properties of the type p. As
usual, n = {0, . . . , n− 1}.
Definition 1.5. Let n ≥ 1.
(1) We say p has n-amalgamation (or n-existence) if for any p-functor
f : P−(n)(:= P(n)\{n})→ CB, there is an (n−1)-simplex g in p such
that g ⊇ f . When f above ranges only over p-functors over B, we say
p has n-amalgamation over B.
If p has k-amalgamation for every k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then we say p
has n-complete amalgamation (or n-CA for short).
(2) We say that p ∈ S(B) has n-uniqueness if for any closed indepen-
dent p-functor f : P−(n) → CB and any two (n − 1)-simplices g1 and
g2 in p extending f , there is a natural isomorphism F : g1 → g2 such
that F ↾ dom(f) is the identity. Similarly we say p has n-uniqueness
over B when f above ranges over p-functors over B.
If p has k-uniqueness for every k with 2 ≤ k ≤ n, then we say p has
(≤ n)-uniqueness.
It follows directly from the definitions above that the properties of
n-uniqueness and n-existence of p are preserved under nonforking ex-
tensions. Trivially, 1-amalgamation holds in p. The extension axiom
and stationarity of nonforking imply 2-amalgamation, and 1- and 2-
uniqueness of p, respectively. In general, the following holds.
Fact 1.6. [4] Let n ≥ 1. Then p has (≤ n)-uniqueness if and only if it
has (n+ 1)-CA.
More precisely, assume p has (≤ n)-uniqueness. Then the following
are equivalent:
(1) p has (n + 1)-uniqueness over B;
(2) p has (n + 2)-amalgamation over B;
(3) Γn(p) = 0.
The following fact is proved in [10]:
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Fact 1.7. For any k, n ≥ 1, p has n-uniqueness if and only if p(k) has n-
uniqueness (where p(k) is the complete type of k independent realizations
of p over the base set B).
We now introduce a particular class of n-cycles representing all the
members of Hn(p) under the assumption of (n+ 1)-CA.
Definition 1.8. If n ≥ 1, an n-pocket is an n-chain c of the form
±(f − g), where f and g are n-simplices that have the same boundary:
∂f = ∂g.
Notice that any n-pocket is an n-cycle.
Theorem 1.9. [5] If p has (≤ n)-uniqueness for some n ≥ 1, then
Hn(p) = {[c] : c is an n-pocket in p with support n + 1} .
If the functors f, g ∈ Sn(p) are naturally isomorphic and f − g is an
n-pocket, then f − g is a boundary.
In any simple theory, H1(p) = 0.
The above theorem and Fact 1.6 imply Theorem 2.1 holds for n = 1.
1.2. Notation used in this paper. Tuples of elements of the monster
model or of variables will be denoted by lower-case letters (without a
bar); the upper-case letters will denote sets. Throughout the paper,
we fix a complete type over a small algebraically closed set B; this set
is included in all the algebraic closures. The algebraic closures will be
denoted by a bar; for example, given a tuple c, the symbol c¯ denotes
acl(cB).
For sets A and C, the symbol Aut(A/C) denotes the group of ele-
mentary maps over C (i.e., fixing C pointwise) from A∪C onto A∪C.
For a type q = tp(a/C) with the solution set A, Aut(q) := Aut(A/C).
For the fixed type p, the symbol p(k) will denote the complete type
of k independent realizations of the type p.
If n is a natural number, the symbol [n] will denote the set {1, . . . , n}.
For a set X , the symbols X(n) and X(<n) denote, respectively, the set
of n-element subsets of X and the set of subsets of X of size less than
n.
The boundary symbol ∂ will be used in three different contexts:
(1) to denote the boundary operation on n-simplices and n-chains,
as described in Definition 1.3; if f is an n-simplex, then ∂(f) is
an (n− 1)-chain;
(2) to denote “the boundary” part of the algebraic closure of a set
of n independent realizations of the type p: if c1, . . . , cn realize
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p(n), then
∂(c1...cn) := dcl(
n⋃
i=1
c1...cˆi...cn);
(3) to denote a part of the algebraic closure of the set f(s) for a
simplex f with the support s. Namely, if f ∈ Sn−1(p) for some
n ≥ 1 (and so supp(f) = {s1, . . . , sn} for some n-element set
s ⊂ ω), then ∂[f ] := ∂(c1 . . . cn) where ci := f
{si}
s ({si}). We
will use the square brackets ∂[f ] to separate this context from
(1).
A different part of the algebraic closure of a set of n independent
realizations of the type p will be denoted by a tilde: if c1, ..., cn+1 realize
p(n+1), we let
c˜1...cn := c1...cn ∩ dcl(
n⋃
i=1
c1...cˆi...cn+1).
Stationarity guarantees that the set c˜1...cn does not depend on the
choice of the element cn+1. If f is an (n − 1)-simplex in p with the
support {s1, . . . , sn} and ci = f
{si}
s ({si}), then f˜ will denote the set
c˜1...cn.
Finally, define
Γn(p) := Aut(c˜1...cn/∂(c1...cn)),
where c1, ..., cn |= p
(n). Since p is stationary, it is routine to check
that this definition does not depend on the choice of the realizations ci.
Equivalently, Γn(p) = Aut(f˜ /∂[f ]) for some (any) simplex f ∈ Sn−1(p).
2. Main result
The main result of the paper is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let n ≥ 1. Let T = T eq be a stable theory and let
p be a strong type in T . Assume that p has k-amalgamation for each
k ∈ {2, . . . , n + 1}. Then Hn(p) ∼= Γn(p); the latter group is always a
profinite abelian group.
In [5], the theorem for n = 1, 2 was shown, and the above gener-
alization was conjectured. We call this the Hurewicz correspondence
since the result connects the homology groups of p to Γn(p), which are
similar to homotopy groups, as in algebraic topology (see [1]). In par-
ticular, it is shown in [4] that Γ2(p) is the profinite limit of the vertex
groups of relatively definable groupoids obtained from the failure of
4-amalgamation of the type. Since the definable vertex groups consist
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of something like “homotopy equivalence of paths,” as described in [3],
the limit Γ2(p) of definable vertex groups is analogous to the funda-
mental groupoid π1 of the type, as in singular homology theory (see,
for example, [2]). Note that there is a mismatch in the numbering: our
group Γn corresponds to the group πn−1 in algebraic topology.
To define a map from Hn(p) to Γn(p) and show that it is an isomor-
phism, we will use Lemma 2.3. The lemma shows that we can select,
for each (n− 1)-simplex f , a complete ∗-type Πf over the set ∂[f ] and
a realization α(f) of Πf ; the tuples α(f) control f˜ in the sense that
dcl(α(f)) = f˜ ; that the group Aut(f˜ /∂[f ]) acts regularly and transi-
tively on the set of realizations of Πf . These automorphism groups for
different simplices turn out to be canonically isomorphic to a certain
group G constructed in the proof of the lemma; this group turns out
to be abelian.
The selector function α and the property in item (4) will allow us to
assign an element of the group G to every n-simplex (and extend the
assignment to chains by linearity). This assignment does depend on a
particular choice of the function α. However, the key properties shown
in items (5) and (6) allow us to establish that for any choice of the
function α, the group element assigned to the boundary of an (n+ 1)-
simplex has to be 0. These properties also allow us to characterize when
the union of automorphisms of the (n−1)-faces of an n-simplex can be
lifted to an automorphism of the entire n-simplex. The statement of the
lemma does not use the language of polygroupoids, but these objects
play a central role in its proof. We defer the proof of the lemma to
Section 3; but show how Theorem 2.1 follows from it.
Before stating the lemma, let us make a number of notation agree-
ments.
Notation 2.2. If g ∈ Sn(p) has the support t = {t0, . . . , tn} listed
in increasing order and i ∈ n + 1, then Πig will denote the image
of the type Π(∂ig) under the transition map g
t\{ti}
t . Thus if ci :=
g
{ti}
t ({ti}) (so that g(t) = c0 . . . cn), then Πig is a complete ∗-type over
∂(c0, . . . , ĉi, . . . , cn).
The symbol αi(g) will denote the image of the tuple α(∂
ig) under
the same transition map g
t\{ti}
t . Hence αi(g) realizes the type Πig.
If h ∈ Sn+1(p), with the support s = {s0, . . . , sn+1} (listed in increas-
ing order) and 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1, then Πi,jh will denote the image
of the type Π(∂i(∂jh)) under the transition map h
s\{si,sj}
s . Similarly,
αi,j(h) will denote the image of the tuple α(∂
i(∂jh)) under h
s\{si,sj}
s .
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For the remainder of this section, we will use the letters f , g, and h
to denote simplices in Sn−1(p), Sn(p), and Sn+1(p), respectively. The
Greek letters will be used to denote the elements of the group G.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose T = T eq is a stable theory, B is an algebraically
closed subset in the monster model M of T , and a complete type p ∈
S(B) has ≤ n-uniqueness but fails (n + 1)-uniqueness. There is a
selector function (Π, α) on Sn−1(p) that produces, for every (n − 1)-
simplex f ∈ Sn−1(p) a ∗-type Πf over ∂[f ] and a tuple α(f) |= Πf , as
well as a complete ∗-type q(x0, . . . , xn) over B and a profinite abelian
group G such that:
(1) for every f ∈ Sn−1(p), α(f) is a (possibly infinite) tuple of
elements in f˜ ;
(2) f˜ = dcl(w) for every w |= Πf ;
(3) for each f ∈ Sn−1(p), there is a regular transitive action of G
on the set of realizations of Πf . The action is ∗-type definable
in the following sense: for every γ ∈ G, there is a unique ∗-type
rγ(x, y) over B such that |= rγ(w,w
′) if and only if w′ = γ.w;
(4) if g ∈ Sn(p), then for any realizations wi of Πig for i = 0, . . . , n,
there is a unique element γ ∈ G such that |= q(w0, . . . , wn−1, γ.wn);
(5) if |= q(w0, . . . , wn) and γ0, . . . , γn are elements of G, then |=
q(γ0.w0, . . . , γn.wn) if and only if
∑n
i=0(−1)
iγi = 0;
(6) if h ∈ Sn+1(p) and {wi,j |= Πi,jh | 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1} are such
that
|= q(w0,k, . . . , wk−1,k, wk,k+1, . . . , wk,n+1) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n,
then |= q(w0,n+1, . . . , wn,n+1).
Corollary 2.4. The group G is isomorphic to the group Γn.
Proof. By (2) and (3) in Lemma 2.3, the action by g ∈ G on Π(f)
induces an automorphism in Γn. Since the action is regular and tran-
sitive, this correspondence is an isomorphism. 
Thus, we need to establish an isomorphism between Hn(p) and G,
and item (4) in Lemma 2.3 offers a way to do this.
Notation 2.5. For g ∈ Sn(p), let ε(g) ∈ G be the unique element such
that |= q(α1(g), . . . , αn(g), ε(g).αn+1(g)). Thus we have a well-defined
function ε : Sn(p) → G. Extending ε to Cn(p) by linearity, we get a
function ε : Cn(p)→ G.
It is clear that ε is a homomorphism from Cn(p) to G. In the three
lemmas below, we establish that
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• If d ∈ Bn(p), then ε(d) = 0. This will show that the function
[c] ∈ Hn(p) 7→ ε(c) ∈ G is well-defined; we will use the symbol
ε for this function.
• The homomorphism ε is injective, that is, if d ∈ Zn(p) and
ε(d) = 0, then d ∈ Bn(p).
• The homomorphism ε is surjective: for every γ ∈ G, there is
d ∈ Zn(p) such that ε(d) = γ.
Lemma 2.6. If d ∈ Bn(p), then ε(d) = 0.
Proof. Since ε is a linear function, it suffices to establish the claim of
the lemma for the case when d = ∂h, where h ∈ Sn+1(p). In this
case, d =
∑
j≤n+1(−1)
jgj where gj := ∂
jh; and we need to show that∑
j≤n+1(−1)
jε(gj) = 0.
Taking the elements αi,j(h) (these are the elements described just
before the statement of Lemma 2.3), we have:
|= q(α0,k(h), . . . , αk−1,k(h), αk,k+1(h), . . . , ε(gk).αk,n+1(h)) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n
by definition of the function ε. Lemma 2.3(6) now gives
|= q(ε(g0).α0,n+1(h), . . . , ε(gn).αn,n+1(h))
On the other hand |= q(α0,n+1(h), . . . , ε(gn+1).αn,n+1(h)) and thus
n∑
i=0
(−1)iε(gi) = (−1)
nε(gn+1).
The latter equality gives the needed
∑
i≤n+1(−1)
iε(gi) = 0. 
Before we prove the injectivity of ε, we need to establish the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that g, g′ ∈ Sn(p) are such that ∂
ig = ∂ig′
for all i = 0, . . . , n. The functors g and g′ are naturally isomorphic if
and only if ε(g) = ε(g′).
Proof. If g and g′ are naturally isomorphic, there is an elementary map
η : g(n)→ g′(n) such that η(αi(g)) = αi(g
′) for all i = 0, . . . , n. Since
the map η is elementary, for all γ ∈ G
|= q(α0(g), . . . , αn−1(g), γ.αn(g))
if and only if |= q(α0(g
′), . . . , αn−1(g
′), γ.αn(g
′)).
It follows that ε(g) = ε(g′).
To establish the other direction, suppose that for some γ ∈ G we
have
|= q(α0(g), . . . , αn−1(g), γ.αn(g)) and |= q(α0(g
′), . . . , αn−1(g
′), γ.αn(g
′)).
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For every proper subset s ( n, the sets g(s) and g′(s) are the same, so
we can choose the component maps ηs, s ∈ P
−(n), to be the identity
embeddings. It remains to construct the elementary embedding ηn :
g(n)→ g′(n) that commutes with the transition maps of g and g′. The
latter requirement means that we are already given the elementary
maps hi : ∂
i(g(n))→ ∂i(g′(n)) for i = 0, . . . , n. Namely,
hi = (g
′)n\{i}n ◦ [g
n\{i}
n ]
−1.
The key point is that the union
⋃
i≤n hi is an elementary embedding
if ε(g) = ε(g′). To see this, first note that hi(αi(g)) = αi(g
′) for each
i ≤ n, and in particular hn(γ.αn(g)) = γ.αn(g
′) since the action is
∗-type definable. Next, since the type q is complete, we have
α0(g), . . . , αn−1(g), γ.αn(g)) ≡ α0(g
′), . . . , αn−1(g
′), γ.αn(g
′)
and so the restriction of
⋃
i≤n hi to α0(g), . . . , αn−1(g), γ.αn(g) is an el-
ementary embedding. And finally, since ∂[g] = dcl(α0(g), . . . , γ.αn(g))
and ∂[g′] = dcl(α0(g
′), . . . , γ.αn(g
′)), it follows that
⋃
i≤n hi : ∂[g] →
∂[g′] is elementary. So we can take ηn to be any elementary map ex-
tending
⋃
i≤n hi. 
Lemma 2.8. The homomorphism ε : Hn(p)→ G is injective.
Proof. By Fact 1.9, an element of Hn(p) has the form [g − g
′], where
∂g = ∂g′. Thus, it is enough to show that if ∂g = ∂g′ and ε(g−g′) = 0,
then g− g′ is a boundary. To show the latter, by Fact 1.9, it suffices to
construct a natural isomorphism between the functors g and g′. But
this is exactly what Proposition 2.7 does. 
Lemma 2.9. For every γ ∈ G, there is d ∈ Zn(p) such that ε(d) = γ.
Proof. Fix c0, . . . , cn |= p
(n+1) and let g be the n-simplex with constant
transition maps such that g(s) = cs for all s ⊂ {1, . . . , n+1}. Let µ :=
ε(g). By the definition of ε, we have |= q(α0(g), . . . , αn−1(g), µ.αn(g)).
We now define another n-simplex g′ that has the same boundary as
the simplex g (which means that g′−g is a member of Zn(p)) and such
that ε(g′ − g) = γ. Let w := (−γ).αn(g).
By Lemma 2.3(3), there is σ ∈ Aut(M/∂(c1 . . . , cn)) taking αn(g)
to (−γ).αn(g). For each s ⊂ n, we let g
′(s) := g(s); and all but one
transition maps (g′)st are the identity embeddings. The one exception
is the map (g′)n−1n : we define (g
′)n−1n := σ ↾ g
′(n − 1). Since σ fixes
∂(c0 . . . cn−1), it is easy to check that this transition map is compatible
with the remaining transition maps.
We have αi(g) = αi(g
′) for i = 0, . . . , n− 1 and αn(g
′) = (−γ).gn+1.
Then |= q(α0(g
′), . . . , αn−1(g
′), (µ+γ).αn(g
′)), so ε(g′) = µ+γ. Finally,
ε(g′ − g) = γ. 
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As we mentioned above, the main result of the paper now follows
easily from the three lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.6, the function ε : [c] ∈ Hn(p) 7→
ε(c) ∈ G is a well-defined homomorphism. By Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9,
the homomorphism ε is an isomorphism. 
3. Proof of Lemma 2.3
Throughout this section, we will make the following assumptions:
T = T eq is stable, B = acl(B) is a small subset of the monster model
M (and without loss of generality, B = ∅), and the type p ∈ S(B) has
(≤ n)-uniqueness but fails (n + 1)-uniqueness. In addition, we fix at
the outset a tuple c1, . . . , cn+1 realizing p
(n+1). Ultimately the choice
of the ci’s will not matter, but this will be convenient for some of our
definitions.
3.1. Existence of symmetric systems. For the proof of Lemma 2.3,
it will be useful to have witnesses to the failure of (n+1)-uniqueness in
p which are invariant under a certain family of automorphisms which
we will now describe.
The next definition comes from [6].
Definition 3.1. An (n − 1)-symmetric system for 〈c1, . . . , cn+1〉 is a
collection of (generally infinite) tuples {cs : s ∈ [n+ 1]
(<n)} such that:
(1) cs is a tuple enumerating acl(B{ci : i ∈ s});
(2) for any permutation σ of [n + 1], there is an automorphism
[σ] ∈ Aut(M/B) such that
[σ](cs) = cσ(s)
for every s ∈ [n + 1](<n); and
(3) for any s ∈ [n + 1](<n) and any two permutations σ and τ of
[n + 1],
[σ] ◦ [τ ](cs) = [σ ◦ τ ](cs).
Under the assumptions of this section, it is always possible to find an
enumeration of the algebraic closures that forms a symmetric system.
The following lemma is a strengthening of Lemma 1.20 of [6].
Lemma 3.2. There is an (n− 1)-symmetric system for 〈c1, . . . , cn+1〉.
Proof. This is similar to Lemma 1.20 of [6], which proved the existence
of (n − 1)-symmetric systems assuming that the theory T has (≤ n)-
uniqueness, but we need a “local” version which uses only the hypoth-
esis that p has (≤ n)-uniqueness. However, the proof of Lemma 1.20
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of [6] applies verbatim once we have Lemma 1.18 of the cited pa-
per. Lemma 1.18 in turn follows quickly from the property of relative
(n, n + 1)-uniqueness localized to p established in Lemma 4.1. The
proof of the latter lemma is in Section 4 of this paper. 
We fix maps {[σ] : σ ∈ Sn+1} witnessing an (n− 1)-symmetric
system for 〈c1, . . . , cn+1〉, as in Lemma 3.2.
3.2. n-ary quasigroupoids and polygroupoids. The proof of state-
ments (4), (5), and (6) in Lemma 2.3 makes heavy use of some algebraic
structures first defined in [6]: n-ary polygroupoids. These are n-sorted
structures with sorts P1, . . . , Pn; for the application here, the sort P1
will be the set of realizations of a type p′ of a finite tuple inside the
algebraic closure of c |= p. The elements of sorts Pi will be contained
in the algebraic closure of sets of i independent realizations of the type
p′. There are projection maps between the sorts, and an (n + 1)-ary
relation on the elements of the “top” sort Pn – these will be ultimately
used to form the type q in Lemma 2.3. The property of associativity
of an n-ary polygroupoid (the difference between a quasi- and a poly-
groupoid) is essentially the property (6) in Lemma 2.3. To make the
presentation self-contained, we include the definitions of these struc-
tures (quasigroupoid, polygroupoid) and their properties (associativity,
local finiteness) in Section 4.
Definition 3.3. Let p′(x) ∈ S(B) be a type of a finite tuple contained
in the algebraic closure of a realization of p. We call a locally finite
quasigroupoid (P1, P2, . . . , Pn;Q; π
2, . . . , πn) an n-ary generic groupoid
in p′ if all its sorts are B-type-definable and such that
(1) Q and πi (i = 2, . . . , n) are B-definable;
(2) P1 is the solution set of p
′(x);
(3) for b1, ..., bi |= p
′, Pi(b1, ..., bi) 6= ∅ if and only if {b1, ..., bi} is
B-independent; Pi(b1, ..., bi) ⊂ b1, ...bi.
(4) for any any i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, any B-independent b1, ..., bi, and any
w ∈ Pi(b1, ..., bi) the type tp(w/π
i(w)) isolates tp(w/∂(b1, ..., bi)),
and if w′ ≡πi(w) w then w
′ ∈ Pi;
(5) for any any i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, any B-independent b1, ..., bi, and
any w,w′ ∈ Pi(b1, ..., bi) we have π
i(w) = πi(w′) if and only if
w ≡b1,...bi w
′; and
(6) if Q(v1, . . . , vn+1) holds with vj ∈ Pn(c1, . . . ĉj, . . . , cn+1) then
〈c1, . . . , cn+1〉 is Morley in q, and
(7) associativity of Q holds on any Morley sequence of (n+2)-tuples
in q (see Definition 4.6 below).
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Note that in the definition above, since each πi is B-definable, for
w ∈ Pi(π(f)) and any B-automorphism σ permuting I, it follows
σ(πi(w)) = πi(σ(w)) and σ(w) ∈ Pi(σ(π(w))). Moreover since p has
(≤ n)-uniqueness, then for any u, v ∈ Pi (i = 2, . . . , n), uπ
i(u) ≡B
vπi(v).
Notice that if we restrict a generic groupoid to the fibers over some
infinite Morley sequence I0, then the result will be a connected rel-
atively I-definable polygroupoid that were studied in [6]. Conversely,
any relatively I-definable polygroupoid in [6] can be uniquely expanded
to a generic n-ary groupoid. This allows us to use the facts from [6];
they are collected in the following two propositions.
The first proposition establishes the existence of generic n-ary groupoid
that are invariant, in the sense of the two definitions below, under the
(n−1)-symmetric system of automorphisms constructed in Section 3.1.
Definition 3.4. We say a Morley sequence 〈a1, . . . , an+1〉 with ai ∈ ci,
is Sn+1-compatible if
[σ](a1, . . . , an+1) = (aσ(1), . . . , aσ(n+1))
for each σ ∈ Sn+1.
We say a Morley sequence 〈a1, . . . , ai〉 with ai ∈ ci (1 ≤ i ≤ n), is
Sn+1-compatible if there are ai+1...an+1 so that 〈a1, . . . , an+1〉 is Sn+1-
compatible. Obviously if such a compatible 〈a1, . . . , ai〉 is given, then
ai+1...an+1 is uniquely determined.
Let σj (j ∈ [n]) be the permutation of [n+1] sending (1, . . . , n;n+1)
to (1, . . . , jˆ, . . . n+1; j). Note that the permutations σ1, . . . , σn generate
the symmetric group on the set [n+ 1].
Definition 3.5. Given an Sn+1-compatible Morley sequence 〈a1, . . . , an+1〉,
suppose that (P1, P2, . . . , Pn, Q, π
2, . . . , πn) is a generic n-ary groupoid
in tp(a1). Then we say w ∈ Pn(a1, . . . , an) is compatible with the [σj ]’s
if ([σ1](w), . . . [σn](w), w) is a compatible (n+ 1)-tuple from Pn.
The following Proposition is adapted from a similar result from [6].
Proposition 3.6. Let c1, . . . , cn |= p
(n), where p has (≤ n)-uniqueness,
but not (n+ 1)-uniqueness.
(1) The set c˜1...cn is not contained in ∂(c1 . . . cn).
(2) For every finite tuple u ∈ c˜1...cn not contained in ∂(c1 . . . cn),
there is a type pu, an Sn+1-compatible Morley sequence 〈a1, . . . an〉
of finite tuples each realizing pu with ai ∈ ci, and a generic
n-ary groupoid Hu = (Pu,1, Pu,2, . . . , Pu,n;Qu; π
2
u, . . . , π
n
u) in pu
such that u ∈ dcl(w) for some w ∈ Pu,n(a1, . . . , an) compatible
with the [σj ]’s.
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Proof. For part (1), now that we have established the existence of
(n − 1)-symmetric systems, the same construction as in the proof of
Proposition 3.13 of [6] can be used to obtain a symmetric failure to
(n + 1)-uniqueness, and for part (2), it is simple to modify the con-
struction of the symmetric failure so that for some w ∈ Pu,n(a1, . . . , an),
u ∈ dcl(w). Then the rest of the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [6] can be
carried out as before. 
Ultimately, we will construct a directed system of such generic n-ary
groupoids, but before we do that, we describe a group that can be
naturally attached to each such object. The next fact is a compilation
of observations from [6]. The common setting for Proposition 3.7 and
Lemma 3.8 is as follows. The type p′ is the type of a finite tuple
interalgebraic with a tuple realizing the type p. Since the algebraic
closures of the realizations of p and p′ are the same, the two types have
the same uniqueness properties.
Proposition 3.7. Assume that p′ ∈ S(B) has (≤ n)-uniqueness and
B = acl(B). Let H = (I, P2, . . . , Pn;Q; π
2, . . . , πn) be a generic n-ary
groupoid in p′. Then there is a B-definable finite abelian group GH
satisfying the following:
(1) For any B-independent b1, . . . , bn |= p
′ and w ∈ Pn(b1, . . . , bn),
GH acts regularly (transitively and faithfully) on the solution set of
Π(x; b1...bn), where
Π(x; b1...bn) := tp(w/∂(b1, . . . , bn)),
and so |Π(M; b1...bn)| = |GH|.
For any w,w′ |= Π(x; b1...bn) and γ ∈ GH, we have dcl(wB) =
dcl(w′B) and tp(w, γ.w/B) = tp(w′, γ.w′/B).
Define the relation ∼ on the pairs in (Π(M; b1...bn))
2 by letting
(w0, w
′
0) ∼ (w1, w
′
1) if and only if there is γ ∈ GH such that w
′
j = γ.wj
(j = 0, 1). Then ∼ is an equivalence relation on (Π(M; b1...bn))
2 and
the map [ ] : (Π(M; b1...bn)
2/ ∼) → GH sending [(wj, w
′
j)] to γ is the
unique bijection such that for w,w′, w′′ |= Π(x; b1...bn),
[(w,w′)] + [(w′, w′′)] = [(w,w′′)].
The map [ ] induces the canonical isomorphism between GH and
Aut(Π(M; b1...bn)/∂(b)), sending γ ∈ GH to the unique ϕγ such that
γ.w = ϕγ(w) for some (any) w |= Π(x; b1...bn). In other words GH uni-
formly and canonically binds all the automorphism groups Aut(Π(M; b′1...b
′
n)
with b′1...b
′
n |= (p
′)(n).
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(2) Assume Q(w1, ..., wn+1) holds. Then for any (γ1, . . . , γn+1) ∈
Gn+1H , we have
Q(γ1.w1, γ2.w2, . . . , γn+1.wn+1)⇔
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)iγi = 0.
Proof. The construction of this group GH and the proof of all of the
properties listed above is given by the series of lemmas from Lemma 3.15
to Corollary 3.27 in [6] (there it was called simply “G”). Some steps
in this proof use the property of relative (k, n)-uniqueness for values of
k ≤ n, but for these steps we can apply Lemma 4.1, since throughout
we assume only (≤ n)-uniqueness for the type p′ and not for T . 
We state a new observation which will be crucial for the proof of
Lemma 3.12 below.
Lemma 3.8. Assume that p′ ∈ S(B) has (≤ n)-uniqueness, B =
acl(B), and that a generic n-ary groupoid (I, P2, . . . , Pn;Q; π
2, . . . , πn)
in p′ is given. Let Φp′(x1, . . . , xn+1) be the partial type over B saying
that for some xkj (k = 1, . . . , n + 2, j = 1, . . . , n + 1) with xj = x
n+2
j ,
and some Morley sequence 〈a1, . . . , an+2〉 in q,
(1) (x1, . . . , xn+1) is compatible from Pn, and x1...xn+1 ≡B x
k
1...x
k
n+1;
(2) xkj = x
j+1
k for all 1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ n+ 1; and
(3) π(xkj ) = (d1, . . . , d̂j, . . . , dn+1) where d1 . . . dn+1 = a1 . . . âk . . . an+2.
Then |= Φp′(v1, . . . , vn+1) if and only if there is some L(B)-formula
Q′(x1, . . . , xn+1) realized by compatible (v1, . . . , vn+1) from Pn, such that
(I, . . . , Pn;Q
′; πi) forms a generic n-ary groupoid in p′ (where we have
just replaced Q by Q′).
Proof. (⇐): This direction is clear due to the associativity of Q′ and
the (≤ n)-uniqueness property for p′.
(⇒): Assume Φp′(v1, . . . , vn+1) holds. So there is some Morley se-
quence 〈a1, . . . an+1〉 in p
′ such that π(vj) = (a1, . . . , âj , . . . , an+1) is wit-
nessed by a formula, say θ(xj ; y1, . . . , ŷj, . . . , yn+1) ∈ L(B). Moreover
notice that vj ∈ dcl(v1 . . . v̂j . . . vn+1;B) for each j ∈ [n+1], since due to
(≤ n)-uniqueness there is v′j such that v1 . . . v
′
j . . . vn+1 ≡B w1 . . . wn+1
where (w1, . . . , wn+1) |= Q, so v
′
j ∈ dcl(v1 . . . v̂j . . . vn+1;B), and by
Fact 3.7(1), vj and v
′
j are interdefinable over B. Hence the fact that
vj ∈ dcl(v1, . . . v̂j . . . vn+1;B) is witnessed by some L(B)-formula
αj(xj ; x1, . . . , x̂j , . . . , xn+1).
We also choose a formula β(x1, . . . , xn+1) ∈ L(B) which says “the
(n+1)-tuple (x1, . . . , xn+1) is compatible.” Now we let Q
′(x1, . . . , xn+1)
be the formula
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β(x1, . . . , xn+1)∧
∃y1 . . . yn+1
n+1∧
j=1
(θ(xj ; y1, . . . , ŷj, . . . , yn+1)∧αj(xj ; x1, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xn+1)),
realized by (v1, . . . , vn+1). (In fact, Q
′(v1, . . . , vn+1) together with a
type over B saying that for some Morley 〈a1, . . . an+1〉 in p
′, π(vj) =
(a1, . . . , âj, . . . , an+1) for each j ∈ [n+1], determines tp(v1, . . . , vn+1/B).)
Now it suffices to check that Q′ satisfies the associativity on a Morley
sequence of (n+ 2)-tuple in p′.
Since (v1, . . . , vn+1) satisfies (1),(2), and (3), there exist elements
vkj and a B-Morley sequence 〈a1, . . . an+2〉 satisfying these conditions
(where vkj plays the role of x
k
j ). In particular, |= Q
′(vk1 , . . . , v
k
n+1)
for all k ∈ [n + 2]. On the other hand, assume that there exist ukj
(k = 1, . . . , n + 2, j = 1, . . . , n + 1) such that for each k ∈ [n + 2],
(uk1, . . . , u
k
n+1) is compatible from Pn; u
k
j = u
j+1
k for all 1 ≤ k ≤
j ≤ n + 1; and π(xkj ) = (d1, . . . , d̂j, . . . , dn+1) where d1 . . . dn+1 =
a1 . . . âk . . . an+2. Moreover assume Q
′(uk1, . . . , u
k
n+1) holds for each k ∈
[n + 1]. We want to verify that it holds as well when k = n + 2 (the
other cases being similar).
Note first that due to (≤ n)-uniqueness for p′, it follows that v1 . . . vn ≡B
uk1 . . . u
k
n for all k ∈ [n + 2]. Since Q
′ isolates tp(vn+1/v1 . . . vnB), this
implies
v1 . . . vn+1 ≡B u
k
1 . . . u
k
n+1
for all k ∈ [n+ 1]. Furthermore, again by (≤ n)-uniqueness, we have
〈vk1 . . . v
k
n+1| k = 1, . . . , n〉 ≡B 〈u
k
1 . . . u
k
n+1| k = 1, . . . , n〉.
Then due to the Q′-relation on (vn+11 , . . . , v
n+1
n+1) = (v
1
n, . . . , v
n+1
n ), and
on (un+11 , . . . , u
n+1
n+1) = (u
1
n, . . . , u
n+1
n ), it clearly follows that
〈vk1 . . . v
k
n+1| k = 1, . . . , n+ 1〉 ≡B 〈u
k
1 . . . u
k
n+1| k = 1, . . . , n+ 1〉.
Then since Q′(vn+21 , . . . , v
n+2
n+1) holds, so does Q
′(un+21 , . . . , u
n+2
n+1). 
3.3. Constructing a directed system of generic n-ary groupoids.
The first key observation, stated in Proposition 3.6, is that since p fails
(n+ 1)-uniqueness, there is some
w ∈ ˜c1 . . . cn \ ∂(c1 . . . cn).
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If we could pick a single w ∈ M which was interdefinable with all of
˜c1 . . . cn, then letting q = tp(w/∂(c1 . . . cn)), we would have
G ∼= Gq := Aut(q(M)/∂(c1 . . . cn)),
and G would be finite since q is algebraic.
However, in general there is no such w which is maximal with respect
to definable closure, and the group G will be constructed as an inverse
limit of finite groups G as above. It will take some work to construct
an appropriate index set for the inverse limit and check that this has
all the properties we need.
The next Lemma is a generalization and adaptation of Claim 2.9 from
[5], and it can be proved in the same manner (using Proposition 3.6
above).
Lemma 3.9. There is a directed partially ordered set (J,≤), with |J | ≤
|T |, and families c1,u, . . . , cn+1,u, pu, Hu, and wu indexed by u ∈ J ,
satisfying all of the following properties for every u ∈ J :
(1) c1,u, . . . , cn+1,u is a Morley sequence over B such that each ci,u
is interalgebraic with ci over B;
(2) pu = tp(c1,u/B);
(3) Hu = (Iu, P2,u, . . . , Pn,u;Qu; π
2
u, . . . , π
n
u) is an n-ary generic groupoid
in pu;
(4) wu ∈ Pn,u(c1,u, . . . , cn,u);
(5) wu is compatible with the [σj ]’s;
(6) If u ≤ v, then c1,u ∈ dcl c1,v, wu ∈ dcl(wv), and
c1,uc1,v ≡ c2,uc2,v ≡ . . . ≡ cn+1,ucn+1,v;
and
(7)
˜c1 . . . cn = dclB
(⋃
u∈J
wu
)
.
The following notation is designed to match the both the nota-
tion in Proposition 3.7 and the notation for the selector function Π
in Lemma 2.3. It is also convenient to have symbols for the sets of re-
alizations of certain types. These elements explicitly witness the failure
of (n + 1)-uniqueness for the type p and have a lot of built-in symme-
try with respect to the automorphisms [σj ]; so we chose the notation
“SW” for “symmetric witness”.
Notation 3.10. If u ∈ J ,
Πu(xu; yu) = tp(wu; π
n
u(wu))
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and if d ≡B π
n
u(wu), then
SWu(d) = Πu(M; d);
and
SWu =
⋃
d≡Bπnu(wu)
SWu(d).
Then, as in Lemma 2.10 of [5], we obtain:
Lemma 3.11. For any u, v ∈ J such that u ≤ v, there are surjective
functions
τv,u : pv(M)→ pu(M)
and
ρv,u : SWv → SWu
which are relatively B-definable (that is, their graphs are the intersec-
tions of B-definable relations with the product of the domain and the
range) and satisfy all of the following:
(1) τv,u(ci,v) = ci,v,
(2) ρv,u(wv) = wu,
and whenever u ≤ v ≤ w,
(3) τv,u ◦ τw,v = τw,u, and
(4) ρv,u ◦ ρw,v = ρw,u.
The next Lemma says that we can make slight changes in the defin-
able relations Qu in order to make them coherent with the projection
maps ρv,u. This will be crucial below to ensure that we can take an
inverse limit of the groups Gu.
Lemma 3.12. There is a family 〈Q′u : u ∈ J〉 of formulas over B
such that, after replacing Hu by H
′
u := (Iu, . . . ;Q
′
u; π
2
u, . . . , π
n
u) (only
changing Qu to Q
′
u), we have:
(1) The family 〈H′u : u ∈ J〉 is still an n-ary generic groupoid; and
(2) Whenever u ≤ v, (d1, . . . , dn+1) |= (pv)
(n+1), and w1, . . . , wn+1 ∈
Pv are elements satisfying
πv(wi) = (d1, . . . , d̂i, . . . , dn+1)
and
Q′v(w1, . . . , wn+1),
then
Q′u(ρv,u(w1), . . . , ρv,u(wn+1)).
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Proof. For each u ∈ J , since
([σ1](wu), [σ2](wu), . . . , [σn](wu), wu)
is a compatible tuple from a generic n-ary groupoid, by Lemma 3.8,
there is a relation Q′u which is satisfied by this tuple such that H
′
u =
(Iu, . . . ;Q
′
u; π
2
u, . . . , π
n
u) is still a generic n-ary groupoid.
To check the second condition in the Lemma, suppose that u, v ∈ J
and u ≤ v and that w1, . . . , wn+1 ∈ Pv satisfy Q
′
v(w1, . . . , wn+1) and
πv(wi) = (d1, . . . , d̂i, . . . , dn+1) for some d1, . . . , dn+1.
Claim 3.13. There is an elementary map ϕ ∈ Aut(M/B) such that
ϕ(di) = ci,v for i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1} and ϕ(wi) = [σi](wv) for i ∈
{1, . . . , n}.
Proof. As in Definition 3.1 of [4], we say that a type p has relative
n-uniqueness just in case p has relative (n, n)-uniqueness. Now by
the proofs of Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.14 of [4], the fact that
p has (≤ n)-uniqueness implies that p has B(n) and thus relative n-
uniqueness (in fact, just the n-uniqueness and (n− 1)-uniqueness of p
would be sufficient for this step).
Since {c1,v, . . . , cn+1,v} and {d1, · · · , dn+1} are Morley sequences over
B in the same type, there is an elementary map ϕ0 ∈ Aut(M/B) such
that ϕ0(di) = ci,v for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n+1}. By relative n-uniqueness of
p over acl(Bd1), there is an elementary map ϕ1 ∈ Aut(M/ acl(Bc1,v))
such that ϕ1 fixes aclB(c1,v, . . . , ĉi,v, . . . , cn+1,v} pointwise for every i ∈
{2, . . . , n+ 1} and such that
ϕ1(ϕ0(wi)) = [σi](wv)
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now ϕ := ϕ1 ◦ ϕ0 is the map we seek.

Now since ϕ is elementary, it preserves the Q′v relation, and therefore
ϕ(wn+1) = wv.
Likewise, since the elementary maps [σi] commute with the definable
map ρv,u,
(ρv,u([σ1](wv)), . . . , ρv,u([σn](wv), ρv,u(wv))
= ([σ1](ρv,u(wv)), . . . , [σn](ρv,u(wv)), ρv,u(wv))
= ([σ1](wu), . . . , [σn](wu), wu),
and Q′u holds of the final tuple by definition. That is, the (n+1)-tuple
([σ1](wv), . . . , [σn](wv), wv) satisfies the formula
Q′u(ρv,u(x1), . . . , ρv,u(xn+1))
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(assigning [σ1](wv) to x1, . . . , [σn](wv) to xn, and wv to xn+1). Taking
preimages via the elementary map ϕ, we see that (w1, . . . , wn+1) also
satisfies this formula, which is what we wanted to prove.

3.4. Proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proof. First, let w be a (possibly infinite) tuple listing {wu : u ∈ J},
and let q(x0, . . . , xn) be the complete ∗-type over B of
([σ1](w), [σ2](w), . . . , [σn](w), w).
Let r be the complete ∗-type
r(x; y) := tp(w; ∂(c1, . . . , cn)/B).
Given any f ∈ Sn−1(p), note that the infinite tuple ∂[f ] can be ordered
so that ∂[f ] ≡ ∂(c1, . . . , cn): this follows from (≤ n)-uniqueness of the
type p by the same argument as in the proof of Claim 3.13 above. Pick
any such ordering of ∂[f ], and let Πf be r(x; ∂[f ]).
Given f ∈ Sn−1(p), let α(f) be any realization of Πf .
By Proposition 3.7 above, for each u ∈ J , the generic n-ary poly-
groupoid H′u has a finite abelian “binding group” GH′u , which we will
denote by simply Gu. Each Gu acts as described in Proposition 3.7 on
the set of all realizations of SWu(d) for any d ≡B π
n
u(wu).
Now for u, v ∈ J such that u ≤ v, we can define a surjective group
homomorphism χv,u : Gv → Gu as follows: if γ ∈ Gv, then for any
w ∈ SWv(π
n
v (wv)), we have that γ.w is also an element of SWv(π
n
v (wv)).
Now we define χv,u(γ) to be the unique element of Gu such that
χv,u(γ).ρv,u(w) = ρv,u(γ.w).
This definition of χv,u does not depend on the choice of w since for any
other w′ ∈ SWv(π
n
v (wv)), we have (w, γ.w) ≡B (w
′, γ.w′), and so the
B-definability of ρv,u implies that
(ρv,u(w), ρv,u(γ.w)) ≡B (ρv,u(w
′), ρv,u(γ.w
′)),
whence χv,u(γ).ρv,u(w
′) = ρv,u(γ.w
′).
The fact that χv,u is a group homomorphism now follows directly
from its definition, and it is surjective since Gv acts transitively on
SWv(π
n
v (wv)).
Finally, our group G will be the inverse limit of 〈Gu : u ∈ J〉.
If we think of each α ∈ G concretely as a tuple 〈γu : u ∈ J〉 such
that whenever u ≤ v, we have χv,u(γv) = γu, then we can define the
action of γ as follows: if w′ |= Πf , then w′ enumerates some elements
{w′u : u ∈ J} in such a way that (w
′, ∂[f ]) ≡B (w, ∂(c1, . . . , cn)), and
we define α ·w′ as the enumeration (in the same order) of the elements
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{γu · w
′
u : u ∈ J}. The remaining desired properties of the action
(Lemma 2.3 parts (3)-(6)) now follow from Proposition 3.7. 
4. Symmetric systems and polygroupoids under local
uniqueness assumptions
This section verifies the statements that are necessary to strengthen
the results of [6] to the form needed for this paper.
4.1. Symmetric system.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that T is stable, p ∈ S(B) (with B = acleq(B))
has n-uniqueness, and m ≥ n. Then p has the following property:
For any Morley sequence a1, . . . , am over B such that each ai is in-
teralgebraic (over B) with a realization of p, and for any set of maps
{ϕu : u ⊂n−1 [m]} such that
(1) ϕu is an automorphism of acl({ai : i ∈ u} ∪B), and
(2) For all v ( u, ϕu acts as the identity on acl({ai : i ∈ v} ∪B),
we have that
⋃
u ϕu is an elementary map.
We call this property relative (n,m)-uniqueness localized to p.
Proof. This follows from the next two Claims, which are localized ver-
sions of two lemmas from [4].
Claim 4.2. If p has n-uniqueness, then p has the property B(n) (see
Definition 3.1 of [4] – to say that p has this property means that it is
true when the tuples ai are interalgebraic over B with realizations of
p).
Proof. The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [4] applies
without changes. 
Claim 4.3. If p has B(n), then relative (n,m)-uniqueness localized to
p(k) holds for any k.
Proof. By the main result of [10], since p has n-uniqueness, so does p(k)
for any k. So by Claim 4.2, every p(k) also has B(n). Now we can carry
out the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 of [4], which goes
by induction on m. This argument proves (n,m+1)-uniqueness of p(k)
by applying relative (n,m)-uniqueness to systems of elementary maps
defined over independent sets of the form {b1, . . . , bm} where bi realizes
p(k) or p(2k), which holds by the induction hypothesis. 

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4.2. Polygroupoids.
Definition 4.4. Let M = (I, P2, . . . , Pn, π
2, . . . , πn) be a structure
with sorts Pi, i = 2, . . . , n and functions π
k : Pk → (Pk−1)
k, k =
2, . . . , n; sometimes we may use “P1” to refer to the sort I. We use the
symbol πki (w) to refer to the ith element of the tuple π
k(w).
(1) We say that a tuple (w1, . . . , wk+1) ∈ (Pk)
k+1 is compatible if
(a) k = 1 and w1 6= w2, or
(b) k ≥ 2 and πki (wj) = π
k
j−1(wi) for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k + 1.
We say that a k-tuple
(w1, . . . , wℓ−1, ·̂, wℓ+1, . . . , wk+1) ∈ (Pk)
k
with the deleted term number ℓ(≤ k+1), is partially compatible
if either k = 1, or k ≥ 2 and πki (wj) = π
k
j−1(wi) for all 1 ≤ i( 6=
ℓ) < j( 6= ℓ) ≤ k + 1.
(2) Assume that for every w ∈ Pk, the image π
k(w) forms a com-
patible tuple: Then for any i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and any w ∈ Pi, we
iteratively say that w is over (a1, . . . , ai) ∈ I
(i) if,
(a) i = 2 and (a2, a1) = π
2(w), or
(b) i > 2 and for every j ∈ {1, . . . , i}, πij(w) is over (a1, . . . , âj, . . . , ai);
For any (a1, . . . , ai) ∈ I
(i), we denote by Pi(a1, . . . , ai) the set
of all w ∈ Pi which are over (a1, . . . , ai). If w ∈ Pi(a1, . . . , ai),
we also write “π(w) = (a1, . . . , ai)”; Note that then the sort
Pi is the disjoint union of all the “fibers” Pi(a1, . . . , ai) where
(a1, . . . , ai) ∈ I
(i).
Given w ∈ Pi(a1, . . . , ai), and a j-tuple s (0 < j ≤ i) of in-
creasing numbers from [i], we write πs(w) to denote the unique
element in P|s|(aj | j ∈ s) which is an image of w under a compo-
sition of π2, . . . , πi. For example, π〈1,...,i〉(w) = w, π〈1〉(w) = a1,
and π〈1,2̂,3̂,...,i〉(w) = π
i−1
2 (π
i
2(w)).
Definition 4.5. If n ≥ 2, an n-ary quasigroupoid is a structure H =
(I, P2, . . . , Pn−1, P, Q) with n disjoint sorts I = P1, P2, . . . , Pn = P
equipped with an (n+1)-ary relation Q ⊆ P n+1 and a system of maps
〈πk : 2 ≤ k ≤ n〉 satisfying the following axioms:
(1) (Coherence) For each k ∈ {2, . . . , n}, the function πk maps an
element w ∈ Pk to a compatible k-tuple (π
k
1 (w), . . . , π
k
k(w)) ∈
(Pk−1)
k.
(2) (Compatibility andQ) IfQ(w1, . . . , wn+1) holds, then (w1, . . . , wn+1)
is a compatible (n+ 1)-tuple of elements of Pn.
(3) (Uniqueness of horn-filling) Whenever Q(w1, . . . , wn+1) holds,
then for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 1}, wi is the unique element x ∈ P
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which satisfies
Q(w1, . . . , wi−1, x, wi+1, . . . , wn+1).
We say the n-ary quasigroupoid H = (I, . . . , P, Q) is locally finite if
for every z ∈ I(n), the set P (z) is finite.
Definition 4.6. If H = (I, P2, . . . , Pn, Q) is an n-ary quasigroupoid,
we say that H is an n-ary polygroupoid if it satisfies the following
condition:
(Associativity) Suppose that {wij | 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}
is a collection of elements in P such that for each i = 1, . . . , n + 2 the
elements {wij | 1 ≤ j ≤ n+1} are compatible and such that w
i
j = w
j+1
i
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n+ 1.
For each ℓ = 1, . . . , n+2, ifQ(wi1, . . . , w
i
n+1) hold for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n+
2} \ {ℓ}, then Q(wℓ1, . . . , w
ℓ
n+1) holds too.
If associativity holds for any compatible such tuples wij with π(w
i
j) =
(di1, . . . , d̂
i
j, . . . , d
i
n+1) ∈ I
(n) where di1 . . . d
i
n+1 = c1 . . . ĉi . . . cn+2, then
we say the associativity of Q holds on (c1, . . . , cn+2).
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